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Abstract 
Many resources exist which collect information on orthologous genes and provide this 
information to the research community. However, the algorithms used to collect orthologs, the 
type of data available for analysis or download, the range of organisms included, as well as 
the user-friendliness vary greatly between different orthology databases. In this review, we 
present a practical guide to the best-known orthology resources: we here briefly discuss their 
algorithmic details, review their taxonomic coverage and illustrate their user-friendliness. 
Moreover, we evaluate their capability to detect remotely conserved orthologs and to resolve 
inparalog relationships in gene families. Moreover, we test them for potential false-positive 
classification by using a multi-domain protein family with a complex evolutionary history. 
Finally, we assess the availability and ease of usage of orthology search engines offered by 
orthology database providers for local usage.  
 
 
Introduction 

With Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) methods, the number of completely 
sequenced genomes - and thus the availability of complete proteomes - has increased 
tremendously (Figure 1). One essential step after genome sequencing is to annotate its gene 
products and to predict the putative functions of an organism's proteins. The most common 
method for functional annotation is to infer a protein’s function from its related sequences, 
namely its orthologs from other, already annotated species. The fundamental basis of the 
concept for transferring functional information across orthologs is the ‘ortholog conjecture’ or 
the standard model of phylogenomics (Koonin 2005; Altenhoff et al. 2012) . This theory states 
that orthologs retain the ancestral function, while paralogs tend to rapidly evolve novel 
functions (Altenhoff et al. 2012) . As many organisms will not be studied experimentally, the 
functional annotation of their genomes relies exclusively on transferring functional knowledge 
on proteins from other, experimentally studied organisms.  

The formal definition of homologous proteins is that they share a common ancestor, 
and thus, are homologous on sequence level. Homologs can be divided in different categories 
depending on their ancestry (Koonin 2005) : Orthologs, which will be discussed here, result 
from an event of speciation. Orthologs are typically used to infer gene functions for newly 
sequenced species. Paralogs are homologous proteins resulting from a gene duplication 
event. These can be further divided into inparalogs, which result from gene duplication after 
speciation; and outparalogs, which result from a duplication event before speciation (Figure 
2). Finally, xenologs result from horizontal gene transfer. Gene duplication and gene losses, 
together with horizontal gene transfer make the distinction of orthologs often difficult, as it is 
sometimes hard to distinguish, whether a predicted ortholog has arisen from speciation, or 
from a combination of gene duplication and gene loss events.  

There are in principle two types of approaches for identifying orthologs: phylogeny-
based methods and methods based on the Reciprocal Best Hit (RBH) theory (Wolf and Koonin 
2012) . Performing a phylogenetic analysis requires to collect family members, align them, 
calculate a phylogenetic tree and reconcile the tree for gene gains and losses. Phylogeny-
based orthology inference methods tend to be more accurate, as they require a certain amount 
of manual curation, such as optimizing multiple-sequence alignment, and offer a wider choice 
of parameters, e.g. for tree reconstruction. However, this makes it also harder to compare 
different phylogeny-based orthology resources (Kriventseva et al. 2008) . Furthermore, 
phylogeny-based methods tend to be computationally expensive. RBH-based methods (which 
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can also be referred to as best reciprocal hit (BRH) or best-best hit (BBH) or genome-specific 
best hit (BeT)) rely on sequence similarity searches and consider two proteins orthologous if 
they are each other's best hit in their respective proteomes. They were first introduced with 
the cluster of orthologous groups (COG) database (Tatusov et al. 2003). RBH-based methods 
are easy to implement computationally and can be scaled up to treat hundreds and thousands 
of genomes. Thus, RBH-based methods made it possible to automatize orthology assignment 
and thus they are at the base of many orthology search engines published to date. 

Several tools and databases were created to group and unify genes and proteins 
based on their evolutionary relationship. These orthology resources are very useful in guiding 
biologists of different disciplines through the evolutionary history of their proteins of interest. 
As they use different approaches to collect orthologous proteins, contain different sets of 
organisms and offer different analysis tools, the information they provide and their user-
friendliness differs substantially. 

In this chapter, we will focus on orthology resources and aim at helping the reader to 
find a suitable database for identifying orthologous genes. We will discuss their user-
friendliness, their completeness and whether they can resolve problems caused by inparalogs 
and remote orthologs. 

One obstacle in the quest for orthologs is remote orthology. Remote orthologs typically 
share below 20% sequence identity at protein level; this zone is referred to as the twilight zone 
of sequence similarity (Walter 1989). Thus they are difficult to detect with traditional search 
methods such as BLAST. To discover remote orthologs, more sensitive methods such as 
profile-based methods have to be used (Steinegger et al. 2019). It is therefore not surprising 
that remote orthologs are not detected by many orthology search engines. Yet, some search 
engines do manage to include more remotely conserved orthologs when identifying gene 
families. In order to probe orthology resources and their underlying algorithms for their ability 
to detect also remote orthologs, we have selected the cytochrome C oxidase assembly protein 
COX20 from Homo sapiens (Table 1). Human COX20 (aka FAM36A) was found as a remote 
ortholog of the protein COX20 of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Szklarczyk et 
al. 2013). Human COX20 is only half the size of its yeast ortholog (118 vs 205 amino acids 
(aa), respectively). Submitted to Needle of the EMBOSS software from the EBI (Rice et al. 
2000) , with a gap open penalty of 10 and an extend penalty of 0.5 and the BLOSUM62 matrix, 
these two proteins share only 27% of sequence similarity and 14% sequence identity, which 
makes them remote orthologs (Figure 3 a). We can therefore use COX20 to estimate the 
completeness of different databases with respect to proteins with low sequence conservation.  
 We also wanted to assess orthology resources for their ability to resolve inparalog 
relationships. Thus, we selected pyruvate carboxylase protein (PC) of H. sapiens as our 
second test case. PC is known to have two inparalogs in S. cerevisiae (Pronk et al. 1996), 
PYC1 and PYC2 (Table 1). When submitted to Needle using the same parameters as were 
used for COX20, human PC has 68.2% sequence similarity to PYC1 from S. cerevisiae; and 
68.4% sequence similarity to yeast PYC2, respectively. PYC1 and PYC2 are more than 97% 
similar to each other, which makes them inparalogs, being more similar to each other than to 
their ortholog(s) in another species (Figure 3 b).  
 Finally, we wanted to investigate putative false-positive assignments. Best candidates 
for potential false-positive classifications are multi-domain proteins in outparalog relationships. 
We chose the tailless protein family, which contains a nuclear hormone receptor (NR) domain 
together with a Zinc finger domain. Tailless from Drosophila melanogaster has three close 
paralogs, tailless (tll), dissatisfaction (dsf) and hormone receptor 51 (Hr51). Two human 
proteins, NR2E1 and NR2E3 are equally member of this NR sub-family (Figure 3 c). While it 
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is difficult to unequivocally assign orthology in multi-branching families, phylogenetic analysis, 
in agreement with many orthology resources, assigns NR2E1 as orthologous to tll and NR2E3 
as orthologous to Hr51. Needle from EMBOSS reports 51.5% sequence similarity between tll 
and NR2E1, and only 33.2 % sequence similarity between dsf and NR2E1, mostly owing to 
the fact that the dsf protein contains a long insertion in the center of its sequence and is thus 
239 amino acids longer than tll.  
 
OrthoDB 
 The first database we are discussing is OrthoDB (Kriventseva et al. 2008; Kriventseva 
et al. 2019) . It is referred to as a “catalog of orthologs” and computes orthologs on various 
levels of the taxonomic hierarchy. OrthoDB relies on the RBH method. It first finds best hits 
between species using the very fast and sensitive MMseqs2 algorithm (Steinegger and Söding 
2017) . Clusters of orthologs are then build progressively, with specific e-value cut-offs for 
triangular RBHs and bidirectional RBHs. Clusters are then further expanded to include 
inparalogs that are identified as more similar to each other within species than to any protein 
in another species. OrthoDB has since its introduction embraced the fact that orthologous 
groups are hierarchical. The procedure to identify orthologs is thus applied at each major 
radiation of the species taxonomy. As a result, it produces more finely resolved groups of 
closely related orthologs. Functional annotations are added to each group by summarizing the 
respective annotations from UniProt, NCBI Gene, InterPro and Gene Ontology. In January 
2020, it contained data for 1271 eukaryotes, 6013 prokaryotes (5609 bacteria and 404 
archaea) and 6488 viruses for a total of 37 million genes. 
 To search OrthoDB, the user can perform a simple text search, use identifiers from 
various databases or a protein sequence. The sequence search is limited to 1000 amino acids, 
which makes it impossible to search with large protein sequences, such as Titin (~30000 aa). 
The advanced search option allows adding specific species to the search, which are presented 
in a tree-like interface. In the simple text search, the user can specify, if the gene has to be 
present in all species, in more than 90% or 80%; and if it has to be present in a single copy in 
all, or more than 90% or 80% of species. 
 When performing a simple text search with the term ‘Cox20’, OrthoDB returns 246 
groups, corresponding to search hits at different taxonomic levels, from the level ‘Eukaryota’ 
down to sub- and even infraorder levels. The user can thus easily mine orthology relationships 
at wide taxonomic range. The identifier from the NCBI database must be the GeneID (here 
116228). The results are more precise as it returns only the COX20 group. The same applies 
to the sequence-based search. At the Eukaryota level, the COX20 group contains 922 
orthologs in 875 species. The Group hierarchy is shown in an interactive plot right at the top 
of the web-page (Figure 4 a). The annotation of the protein family includes a functional 
description, Gene Ontology (GO) terms, and the evolutionary descriptions, including number 
of copies per organisms, evolutionary rate, and gene architecture (Figure 4 b). Orthologs by 
organisms are listed in the third part of the page, with a link to each protein entry at UniProt 
and InterPro (Figure 4 c). At the bottom of the page, the sibling groups are listed with % overlap 
and InterPro domains (not shown).  
 Searching for pyruvate carboxylase (PC) orthologs was done using the GeneID. The 
search could not be performed using the sequence, as the protein has more than 1000 aa. A 
text-based search with the gene name ‘PC’ is less accurate, as many groups contain these 
two consecutive characters. Search results for the PC GeneID (5091) revealed that OrthoDB 
is able to resolve inparalog relationships, as the database returned PC for H. sapiens and 
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PYC1 and PYC2 for S. cerevisiae. Only the naming of the group in OrthoDB is confusing, as 
it is referred to as Biotin carboxylase, C-terminal in the Eukaryota group, and to Pyruvate 
Carboxylase starting from Metazoa. In total, this group contains 3888 genes found in 1188 
species. 
 We searched for tailless with its GeneID from NCBI (43656), which returned in 
Eukaryota the Nuclear Hormone Receptor, ligand binding domain group (870262at2759) with 
1305 genes in 444 organisms, including the three Drosophila (tll, dsf and Hr51) and 2 human 
proteins (NR2E1, NR2E3). More detailed information on the relationship between these 5 
proteins is not returned. 
 In conclusion, we find that this tool provides extensive information and accurate 
orthology assignments. It is fast and user-friendly. It succeeded in finding the remote ortholog 
of COX20 and included the inparalogs from the pyruvate carboxylase family. OrthoDB does 
not provide detailed information on the phylogenetic relationship of the 5 proteins of the tailless 
family, however correctly and exclusively identified them as being part of the same group. 
Search options are manifold, though the easiest and most precise results are returned when 
searching with either with the NCBI GeneID, or the sequence. OrthoDB is available at: 
https://www.orthodb.org/  
 
HomoloGene 
 HomoloGene (NCBI Resource Coordinators 2016; NCBI Resource Coordinators 2018) 
is a tool developed by the NCBI to detect paralogs as well as orthologs. It contains 21 
completely sequenced Eukaryotic genomes and profits from the entire information content of 
the NCBI databases, including in-depth information provided for annotated genes at NCBI 
(synonyms, gene description, genomic location, isoforms, Gene Ontology (GO) information, 
interaction partners, or literature). HomoloGene uses sequence similarity based on BLASTp 
(Altschul et al. 1997) comparisons to match sequences into groups using a species tree. More 
closely related sequences are matched first, followed by more distantly related ones. The 
algorithm for sequence matching is heuristic and performs bipartite matching, an algorithm 
derived from graph theory (Bondy and Murty 1976). The matching procedure employed by 
HomoloGene optimizes the global, rather than the local score of the bipartite graph. For each 
match, a statistical significance is calculated. Protein alignments are mapped back to their 
respective DNA sequences to obtain Ka/Ks ratios: the ratio of the number of substitutions per 
non-synonymous site (Ka) to the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site 
(Ks) over a given time-frame. These Ka/Ks ratios are used to filter out sequences that have 
potentially been incorrectly grouped. Inparalogs are determined by identifying sequences that 
are more closely related to a sequence within one organism than to a sequence in another 
organism.1 
 For searching HomoloGene, all basic and advanced search options are available, such 
as searching different fields, AND/OR options, drop-down lists, etc. We used the basic search 
for COX20, which returned two HomoloGene groups: an ‘unnamed protein’ group in 
Saccharomycetaceae, which corresponds to COX20 in S. cerevisiae and closely related fungi; 
and the ‘Cox2 chaperone homolog (S. cerevisiae)’ group conserved in Euteleostomi, 
corresponding to COX20 conserved from human to zebrafish (Figure 5 a). Protein identifiers, 
species and gene names are shown. Additionally, proteins are represented graphically with 

                                                
1 It should be noted at this point that information on the HomoloGene algorithm could not be found 
even in the pages of the NCBI help desk. Information on the build procedure of HomoloGene is 
therefore taken from Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HomoloGene).  
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their conserved domains. Identifiers are linked to the Gene entry and the Refseq protein entry, 
respectively; the graphical protein representation is linked to the conserved domain database 
(CDD, (Lu et al. 2020)) entry of the respective domain(s). Users can view and download the 
multiple sequence alignment of all family members, which can be useful for further analysis; 
BLASTp based pairwise alignments of orthologous proteins (Figure 5 b and c) can also be 
downloaded for further analysis or processing. Individual alignment scores for all pairwise 
comparisons are accessible from the link “Show Pairwise Alignment Scores”. Finally, there is 
an exhaustive list of articles linked to proteins from the orthologous group.  

The search for inparalogs revealed that HomoloGene groups all paralogs in the same 
orthology group. When searching for pyruvate carboxylase, the two different proteins of S. 
cerevisiae were part of the same group (Figure 5 d). PC has several domains, which are shown 
in different colors. 

HomoloGene does not provide information on the entire tailless family, but rather 
classifies orthologous pairs. Interestingly, and opposing to phylogenetic analysis and other 
orthology resources, HomoloGene assigns dsf as orthologous to NR2E1. Tll is classified as 
conserved in Diptera only and Hr51 is assigned as the ortholog of NR2E3. A better Ka/Ks ratio 
could be causative for defining dsf as the ortholog of NR2E1, as there is locally a higher 
number of identical amino acids in the ZnF and NHR domains (Figure 5 e).      
 In conclusion, the main advantage of HomoloGene is its integration in the NCBI 
database resources and the high confidence on orthologs inherent in its build procedure. 
Furthermore, inparalogs are identified and indicated as both being part of one HomoloGene 
group. The ambiguous tailless family is resolved differently than in other orthology databases: 
dsf, instead of tll is considered the ortholog of NR2E1. Tll itself is classified as arthropod-
specific and Hr51 is considered orthologous to NR2E3. Moreover, HomoloGene does not 
provide an overview of the entire tailless-family, but rather separates tll, dsf and Hr51 into 
three different families. Disadvantages include the low number of organisms (21 species 
versus 13722 e.g. in OrthoDB) and the disability to identify remote orthologs. HomoloGene 
has not been updated since 2014, according to information provided at ‘HomoloGene 
statistics’. HomoloGene is available at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene/  
 
TreeFam 
 TreeFam (Ruan et al. 2008; Schreiber et al. 2014) is one of the bioinformatic tools 
developed at the EMBL-EBI. The last release (v9, from March 2013) contains 15736 gene 
families from 109 species. TreeFam v9 has adopted the Ensembl Compara pipeline to 
assemble ortholog families, which performs all-agains-all BLASTp searches and subsequent 
clustering of ortholog families. The clustering procedure in TreeFam however uses a Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM-) based approach to cluster TreeFam families, which allows the 
database to have more stable ortholog families with new releases (Schreiber et al. 2014), as 
new sequences can be added to existing HMM-families. Multiple sequence alignments are 
created with either MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013)  or MCoffee   and refined by removing 
non-conserved positions. TreeBest is used to construct gene trees 
(http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml). Several trees (based on amino acid as well as 
back-translated nucleic acid alignments) are constructed and a consensus tree is calculated 
using a species tree as a reference. Gene losses and duplications are calculated using the 
Duplication/Loss Inference algorithm (Li et al. 2006)  and by reconciling the tree with the NCBI 
taxonomy tree (Federhen 2012) .   
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 TreeFam can be browsed with a gene name, or searched with a protein sequence. By 
clicking on the TreeFam family, first a summary page is invoked, which gives the user 
information on the general conservation of the query in a species tree. The Gene Tree tab 
(Figure 6 a, found on the right-hand side of the page) displays the gene tree, as a model, 
which can be expanded (by clicking on ‘Full’); the tree can be annotated by adding information 
on branch length, bootstrap values, labels for taxonomy, etc. The protein nodes are linked to 
the gene entries of the Ensembl database (Cunningham et al. 2019). Next to the tree are 
graphical representations of the proteins with identified conserved domains. These link to the 
respective entry of the conserved domain in the Pfam database (El-Gebali et al. 2019) . 
Wikipedia links to the Wikipedia entry of the gene; the sequences in the tree can be assessed 
at the ‘Sequences’ link; finally, the alignment in fasta format, the HMM, as well as the tree in 
Newick format can be downloaded from the ‘Download’ link. Summary of the gene family is 
displayed at the top of the entry (listing number of species, sequences, alignment length and 
% overall identity). When searching with a protein sequence, the sequence will be grouped to 
its presumable family by similarity and added to the family tree. The user can choose between 
two phylogenetic methods: Parsimony which is less accurate but faster and Maximum 
Likelihood which is slower but more accurate. The sequence is added at the correct position 
in the tree, however as a separate - duplicated - entry. For instance, when searching with the 
COX20 protein sequence from human, there will be two identical human nodes in the tree.  
 COX20 of S. cerevisiae is not found in the pre-built tree, though when searching with 
the budding yeast COX20 protein sequence, the correct family is identified and the sequence 
is added to the tree.  
 When searching for the PC family, the two inparalogs in S. cerevisiae are correctly 
placed in the family tree of pyruvate carboxylase. Moreover, the Gene Tree tab allows the user 
to see, in a small synthetic view with model organisms, where the duplication and speciation 
events occurred. The red triangle and the green point respectively represent the duplication 
and the speciation events (Figure 6 b). 
 The tailless family contains next to tll, dsf and Hr51 also the protein Hr83 from 
Drosophila (Figure 6 c). This protein is not classified as part of the tll family in other databases.  

To summarize, this database is quite comprehensive, providing visual display of the 
family tree, allowing download of underlying alignments and trees and providing functional 
annotation from Wikipedia. The tree is interactive and can be labeled. Genes are linked to the 
Ensembl resource, providing rich information on individual genes/proteins. A novel sequence 
can be added to the family tree. It is able to distinguish inparalogs, in fact indicating speciation 
and duplication events in the tree. Moreover, tree-based methods are thought to be more 
powerful in inferring orthology than simple RBH-based approaches (Koonin 2005; Brown and 
Sjölander 2006) . It however did not include S. cerevisiae COX20 in the pre-calculated COX20 
tree. TreeFam also fails to correctly distinguish orthology relationships of the tailless family, 
as it assigns false-positive ZnF and NHR-domain containing proteins to this family. Another 
disadvantage is the lack of recent updates of the database. TreeFam is available at: 
http://www.treefam.org/ 
 
HCOP  
 HCOP (HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) Comparison of Orthology 
Predictions (Eyre et al. 2007)) is a database of 19 species, including Homo sapiens and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which allows identification of pairs of predicted orthologs. It 
combines orthology data from 14 different databases of orthologs, including OrthoDB, 
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OrthoMCL, HomoloGene, OMA, TreeFam, Panther, Inparanoid, EggNOG and others. Thus, it 
integrates orthology data derived from many different search strategies (Figure 7 a).  
Orthologous pairs from these sources are consolidated into a non-redundant list of orthologs 
and HCOP provides the associated list of databases that support each assignment. HCOP is 
human-centric as orthologs of a human protein can be found in other species but searching 
for a protein of another species only returns orthologs in H. sapiens. 
 The search can be done by identifiers of Ensembl, NCBI or HGNC, approved gene 
symbols or a file containing a list of identifiers. Wildcards can be used : “_” to substitute a 
single character and “*” or “%” for zero, one or several characters. We used the approved 
symbol COX20. The output is a list of orthologs in the different species which can be saved 
as a text file. The results give the chromosomal location, and specific identifiers link the 
ortholog to the database it is found in. The support from the different orthology resources is 
furthermore shown for each identified ortholog. Budding yeast COX20 is found as an ortholog 
and supported by the PANTHER database (as indicated by the PANTHER symbol in the 
search results). Searching with S. cerevisiae COX20 only retrieves the human ortholog (Figure 
7 b). Searching PC using its official gene name returns all orthologs and inparalogs, including 
PYC1 and PYC2 from S. cerevisiae.  
 When searching for tll in HCOP, the two human proteins NR2E1 and NR2E3 are found, 
suggesting that HCOP groups the entire tailless family. When searching for orthologs of 
human NR2E1, tll, dsf and Hr51 are identified in fruit fly.  
 In summary, the HCOP database is a very useful resource as it offers cross-references 
between different orthology databases. As it relies on data generated by many different search 
algorithms, it is able to find remote orthologs and includes inparalogs in orthology groups. 
HCOP limits the tailless family in human and Drosophila to the core members. Furthermore, 
all data can be downloaded in tabular format for local usage. The main disadvantage is that 
there are only few species included; moreover, it is human-centric and only returns all 
orthologs when searching with the human sequence. HCOP is available at : 
https://www.genenames.org/tools/hcop/ 
 
OMA  
 OMA (Orthologous Matrix) was developed at and is hosted by the Swiss Institute of 
Bioinformatics (SIB) (Altenhoff et al. 2015; Altenhoff et al. 2018). To infer orthologues, it first 
computes all-against-all Smith-Waterman alignments, saving only candidate pairs with 
sufficient score and overlap. In the next step, evolutionary distances are used to identify 
closest homologs, thus defining orthologs based on the reciprocal best hit hypothesis, 
however considering potential gene losses. Identified orthologs are finally clustered into OMA 
groups (i.e. most closely related genes between each two species and thus contain only 
orthologs), which tend to be very specific, as well as hierarchical orthologous groups (HOGs, 
which are hierarchical groups of all genes that descended from a single common ancestor and 
thus contain (in)paralogs). A detailed primer of the OMA database and search algorithm is 
given in a recent review by Zahn-Zabat, et al. (Zahn-Zabal et al. 2020) . OMA is actively 
maintained (as of 2020) and contains 2288 species (1674 Bacteria, 152 Archaea and 462 
Eukaryotes (fungi, animals and plants)). Model organisms are updated at each release and 
other genomes are updated at each important re-annotation or added based on user requests. 
OMA provides domain annotations and synteny data for each gene; moreover, Gene Ontology 
(GO) terms are inferred for each cluster.  
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OMA can be searched with either one recognized identifier, an amino-acid sequence, 
an OMA group or by performing a simple text search. Searching with a sequence either 
performs an ‘exact’ search, returning only hits that match the input sequence exactly; or an 
‘approximate’ search, where a few mismatches are allowed. The approximate search is not 
comparable to BLAST, but rather used for retrieval of near-identical entries in the database. 
An approximate search with the protein sequence of human Cox20 returned 127 entries of 
high homology, representing COX20 1:1 orthologs. When searching with the term COX20 in 
a free-text search, a list of all COX20 proteins is returned. The user can choose to either see 
the protein record; or go directly to identified orthologs. H. sapiens COX20 has 139 one-to-
one orthologs. A tabs-menu lets the users switch from tabular listing of one-to-one (1:1) and 
one-to-many (m:1) orthologs (Figure 8 a), to information on the protein, to local synteny (Figure 
8 b), to OMA group (downloadable in fasta format) and HOGs (Figure 8 c). By invoking the 
‘OPTIONS’ drop-down menu, boxes next to genes in the tree can be colored according to the 
gene length or the % CG content. Boxes are also interactive, linking to the HOG table of the 
gene, as well as the sequence (Figure 8 d). An alignment can be created, visualized, filtered 
and downloaded for each OMA group (Figure 8 e). Furthermore, a fingerprint is created for 
each group, representing the most conserved region of its members (Figure 8 e, top). For 
each species, close OMA groups (Figure 8 f) and gene ontologies (Figure 8 g) are listed in an 
easily readable tab format. 
 OMA was not able to find the remote ortholog from S. cerevisiae and the COX20 OMA 
and HOGs group were confined to metazoans. PC, though present in the database, is not 
grouped in any OMA or HOG cluster. The two inparalogs PYC1 and PYC2 have nearly 800 
1:1 orthologs; they are part of an OMA group of 67 members from Bacteria and Eukaryotes. 
The two inparalogs are listed in this group as “close paralogs”. 
 The tailless family is split in separate orthologous groups in OMA. Tll itself is grouped 
with human NR2E1, Hr51 is found in the same OMA group as human NR2E3. Dsf is classified 
as an arthropod-specific protein.  

In summary, OMA can be considered a database with a rich visual interface, providing 
plenty of information and harboring many species. The output is well integrated and visualized. 
Information on local synteny of a gene of interest should be mentioned, as it is not found in 
many other orthology databases and can lead to the discovery of gene clusters implied in one 
mechanism. This is specifically relevant for bacterial proteins. However, OMA was neither able 
to identify the COX20 orthologs from human and S. cerevisiae; nor was it correctly classifying 
PC with budding yeast PYC1 and PYC2. Nonetheless, these two were correctly identified as 
close paralogs. Finally, the tailless family was divided in separate, orthologous groups. OMA 
is available at : https://omabrowser.org/oma/home/ 
 
OrthoMCL DB  
 OrthoMCL DB (Li et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2006; Fischer et al. 2011)  is a part of the 
EuPathDB project and relies on the OrthoMCL clustering algorithm to identify orthologs. 
Orthologs are identified using WU-BLASTP (Altschul and Gish 1996) and the RBH strategy, 
using an e-value better than 1e-5 as a cut-off for identifying orthologs. Retained orthologs – 
as well as inparalogs – are linked in a network of orthologs. Edges connecting nodes 
(orthologs) are weighted using BLAST similarity scores. A graph-based cluster algorithm, the 
Markov Cluster algorithm (MCL) (Enright et al. 2002)  is used to create groups of orthologs. In 
brief, MCL performs random walks on graphs using Markov matrices to calculate transition 
probabilities from one node to the other. This graph-based clustering algorithm is less 
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computationally expensive than tree-based methods for clustering orthologs. OrthoMCL DB 
contains 150 species (36 Bacteria, 16 Archaea and 112 Eukaryotes) and was last updated in 
July 2015. 
 The search can be done by OrthoMCL DB IDs, free text search, a phyletic pattern, by 
function, by groups or by sequence. Searching for the synonym of human COX20, FAM36A, 
21 orthologs were found mostly in Metazoans. This information is displayed in a simple, 
colored tabular format on the results page, where abbreviations of species name are 
associated with a 0 (not found in this species) or a 1 (found in this species) (Figure 9 a). The 
ortholog in S. cerevisiae is not found. An interesting feature of OrthoMCL DB is the display of 
orthologous groups as a network (Figure 9 b). This allows interactive visualization of orthologs 
and how they are related to each other. More or less stringent cut-offs can be chosen to 
reconstruct the orthology graph. When searching with the text term COX20, 16 orthologs are 
found, mostly in fungi (Eukaryotes). The ortholog in H. sapiens is not found for the fungal 
groups. Information about taxon, identifiers and domain architecture is provided for each gene 
and species.  

Pyruvate carboxylase is classified with other carboxylases. Three proteins are found 
for S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens, respectively. These include in human PC, a Propionyl-CoA 
carboxylase and a Methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase; in budding yeast, PYC1, PYC2 and an 
Urea amidolyase is included. These different proteins can be subdivided in different 
orthologous groups. In case of PC, the Enzyme Commission (EC) number can be used to 
identify the correct enzyme. The EC number of pyruvate carboxylase is 6.4.1.1, meaning it is 
a part of the ligases (6), forming carbon-carbon bonds (6.4) so ligases that form carbon-carbon 
bonds (6.4.1), thus, it is a pyruvate carboxylase (6.4.1.1).  

The tailless family is split in separate groups, one encompassing tll and NR2E1 and 
the second one containing Hr51 and NR2E3. We could not find an OrthoMCL group for dsf 
with any of the valid identifiers, gene names or synonyms.  

In conclusion, while OrthoMCL provides a fast, graph-based algorithm to cluster 
orthologs derived from RBHs, the algorithm is not able to identify distant orthologs; nor is it 
useful when searching for proteins that are part of large superfamilies. Inparalogs are 
classified in OrthoMCL but, with the implemented clustering algorithm, different orthologs can 
be clustered in superfamilies, which can be disturbing for a user who is looking for a specific 
protein. As also observed in other orthology resources, the tailless family is divided in two 
separate groups. OrthoMCL is available at : https://orthomcl.org/orthomcl/ 
 
P-POD 
 P-POD (Princeton Protein Orthology Database (Heinicke et al. 2007; Livstone et al. 
2011))  uses all-against-all BLASTp searches followed by two alternatives types of clustering 
methods to group orthologous proteins:  predicted orthologs based on the OrthoMCL 
clustering algorithm; and larger protein families that are clustered based on a Jaccard index 
(Jaccard 1912) inferred from shared sequence similarity, putting an orthologous group in its 
larger evolutionary context. Multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees are created 
for each group using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013)  and PhyML (Guindon et al. 2010), 
and gene loss and duplication events are resolved using Notung (Chen et al. 2000) . 
Information from species-specific databases are collected for genes, organisms and diseases. 
It offers information for 12 model organisms including, H. sapiens, S. cerevisiae or Arabidopsis 
thaliana. 
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 Only a text search is possible, using either gene name, IDs or an OMIM (Online 
Mendelian Inheritance of Man) ID. A search with COX20 returns the yeast protein, which is 
classified as a sequence orphan. When searching for the synonym of human COX20, 
FAM36A, P-POD found orthologs in different species, including Drosophila melanogaster, but 
not in S. cerevisiae. Looking for Pyruvate carboxylase in H. sapiens allows to find the two 
inparalogs in S. cerevisiae. According to the method used, different results are found. Using 
Jaccard clustering, 7 proteins are found in H. sapiens and 4 in S. cerevisiae, which include 
other members of this superfamily (Figure 10 a). A tree representation can be accessed, 
showing the evolution of the gene and the possible events of duplication as calculated by the 
Notung package (Chen et al. 2000) (Figure 10 b). 
 Results for the tailless family show inconsistencies with other resources. There are two 
distinct PPOD groups for tll (with human NR2E1) and Hr51 (with human NR2E3). The 
Multi/InParanoid- and naïve Ensemble- Hr51 groups both contain additionally the Drosophila 
Hr83 protein. The Multi/InParanoid group of tll contains in addition the Drosophila dsf protein, 
as well as 2 human proteins that are not considered part of this family in other resources, 
namely NR2F1 and NR2F2. The naïve Ensemble group of tll contains Drosophila proteins tll, 
dsf and seven-up (svp), as well as the human proteins NR2E1, NR2F1 and NR2F2.  
 In conclusion, P-POD is less comprehensive than other orthology databases. It only is 
available for a limited number of model organisms. Due to the stringency of its algorithm, it 
does not find remote orthologs. The tll family in PPOD includes moreover a number of false-
positive proteins. However, as it includes Notung as one step in its analysis pipeline, it is well 
suited to resolve gene losses and duplications and thus to correctly identify inparalogs. P-POD 
is available at: http://ppod.princeton.edu/ 
 
InParanoid 
 InParanoid (O'Brien et al. 2005; Sonnhammer and Östlund 2015)  uses reciprocal 
BLASTp searches to identify orthologs via the RBH method. In Version 8, there are 273 
proteomes in the database (246 Eukaryotes, 20 Bacteria and 7 Archaea), extracted from 
Ensembl and UniProt. Inparalogs are separated in the output and outparalogs are excluded. 
The user can set the score for excluding inparalogs when invoking an InParanoid search.  
 InParanoid offers several different search options, including text-search, identifier 
search, or a sequence-based search. When searching for COX20 in human, all pairwise 
groups of orthologs are returned, which makes navigation of results difficult (Figure 11 a). The 
budding yeast COX20 ortholog is not found. Likewise, using the human COX20 sequence for 
the search, S. cerevisiae COX20 is not found. Searching for FAM36A even in a text search 
returns orthologs of human COX20, however not the human protein itself, which indicates that 
alternative identifiers are not supported. When searching for COX20 in S. cerevisiae, only its 
orthologs in other fungi are found.  
 InParanoid is designed for identifying inparalogs, so it is not surprising to find members 
of the pyruvate carboxylase correctly (Figure 11 b). Using either PC or PYC is non-practical 
as text-search, as the database cannot disambiguate the name of this gene. Searching in the 
gene search for the gene name PC returns mostly clusters of pyruvate carboxylase, yet 
includes also polycomb protein c (Pc) from Drosophila melanogaster. 
 Like HomoloGene, InParanoid groups Drosophila dsf with human NR2E1. Tll is in a 
separate InParanoid cluster, not containing a human ortholog. Hr51 is clustered with NR2E3.  

In conclusion, InParanoid offers a moderate range of organisms and is limited to well-
conserved orthologs that can be found by BLASTp. Inparalogs are resolved correctly and the 
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user can choose a score to include or exclude inparalogs. The tailless family is split in three 
clusters, whereby dsf is considered orthologous to NR2E1, not tll. The output of InParanoid is 
pragmatic and simple, however non-practical, as each cluster the query is found in, is shown 
and no family cluster is created for proteins belonging to the same orthologous group. 
InParanoid is available at : http://inparanoid.sbc.su.se/cgi-bin/index.cgi 
 
KEGG orthology Database 
 The KEGG orthology Database (Kanehisa et al. 2014; Kanehisa et al. 2016a; Kanehisa 
et al. 2017) is a part of the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). It contains 
at least 4000 genomes. Orthology data are collected using KOALA (KEGG Orthology And 
Links Annotation (Kanehisa et al. 2010)). This tool evaluates similarity scores, best-hit 
relationships, domains and taxonomy to assign genes and proteins to a group of orthologs. 
The data are also verified manually using experimental evidence and literature. The orthologs 
are classified in groups by a specific KOALA number (K number). The orthology groups are 
fully integrated with the rest of the KEGG resources, for example by linking to KEGG Genes. 
KOALA groups are linked to BRITE hierarchies and KEGG pathway maps. The KOALA group 
can also be displayed as a simple hierarchy, following the NCBI taxonomic classification.  
 The remote ortholog of S. cerevisiae is found for human COX20. These proteins 
belong to the large group K18184 with over 300 members. The orthology information is 
displayed in KEGG style, with Brite functional annotation of the orthologous group. COX20 for 
instance belongs to the group 09150 associated with Organismal Systems and the group 
04714 associated with Thermogenesis. The genes that are part of group K18184 are listed 
right below the Brite hierarchy and links to the KEGG organisms within the NCBI taxonomy, 
the KOALA list of genes, as well as the UniProt list of genes. The last part of the box contains 
information on the literature and the sequence entry itself. Next to the main box, all links within 
KEGG are shown (Figure 11 c). 
 The name ambiguity of pyruvate carboxylase (PC) again gave a long list of results, 
whereas looking for PYC gave only five results. Thus, it is best to search for pyruvate 
carboxylase or to use an identifier accepted by KEGG. PC belongs to the group K01958 and 
the two S. cerevisiae inparalogs are correctly identified. The EC commission (IUBMB) has 
assigned the EC number 6.4.1.1. 
 KEGG separates the tailless family in three KO groups. Tll is clustered with human 
NR2E1, Hr51 with human NR2E3. Finally, dsf does not have a human ortholog.  

In conclusion, KEGG Orthology is a highly interlinked database, which can take 
advantage of all information available by KEGG including information on genes, pathways, 
ontologies, disease and literature. The database is not very visual, except for the available 
pathway maps, which makes browsing the results somewhat difficult. Its annotation strategy 
however correctly identified the remote ortholog COX20 from S. cerevisiae and is also able to 
resolve inparalog relationships. The tailless family is split into three groups, with the orthology 
assignments following the predominant consensus of other orthology resources. KEGG 
orthology Database is available at: https://www.genome.jp/kegg/ko.html 
 
EggNOG 
 EggNog (Evolutionary Genealogy of Genes : Non-supervised Orthologous Groups) 
was developed by the Computational Biology team at the EMBL in Heidelberg (Jensen et al. 
2008; Huerta-Cepas et al. 2019). We describe here the latest available pipeline, which 
consists of many steps. Reciprocal hits are derived from all-against-all Smith-Waterman 
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alignments provided by the SIMAP project (Arnold et al. 2014). In the next step triangular 
clustering – searching for reciprocal best hits using sets of three species – is performed to 
identify (OG). In this pipeline, inparalogs are identified and treated as one sequence to ensure 
that they finally belong to the same cluster. Each OG is annotated using a functional annotation 
pipeline that consolidates the annotations of the identified species within an OG. Similar to 
OrthoDB, different taxonomic levels are used to compute OGs independently. This ensures a 
more accurate functional annotation. These nested OGs are tested and corrected for 
consistencies. A phylogenetic tree is calculated for each OG using the python-based ETE 
pipeline (Huerta-Cepas et al. 2016) . In brief, multiple sequence alignments are created using 
Clustal Omega (Sievers et al. 2011)  and soft trimmed to remove columns with low coverage; 
ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017) was used to test the model and a maximum 
likelihood tree is generated using IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al. 2015) . The current version, 5.0.0, 
contains 7562 organisms: 4445 Bacteria, 168 Archaea, 447 Eukaryotes and 2502 Viruses. 
 A search is divided in multiple steps. The user has to first enter a search term (e.g. 
COX20), then select a species and indicate, in which taxonomic range the orthologous group 
should be searched in. When searching for COX20 and adding H. sapiens in EggNOG 5, the 
OG group ENOG502S3BD is found, containing 276 proteins found in 256 species, which 
indicates that inparalogs are included in OGs in EggNOG (Figure 12 a). The budding yeast 
COX20 ortholog is found in EggNOG v5, whereas it was not found in the previous version of 
the tool (4.5.1). Orthologs are listed with their identifiers from different databases, such as 
NCBI and Ensembl (Figure 12 b). The results include different tabs showing a taxonomic 
profile (Figure 12 c), GO terms, KEGG pathway, and conserved domains (Figure 12 d), a 
multiple alignment of all the orthologs (trimmed and untrimmed), as well as a phylogenetic tree 
that is decorated with functional annotation and conserved domains (Figure 12 e). All 
information for the protein family, including a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) consisting of all 
family members, is downloadable from the site. When searching for pyruvate carboxylase, 
524 proteins are found in 367 species, the two inparalogs of S. cerevisiae were correctly found 
and are clustered together.  
 EggNOG provides an overview of the orthologous group tailless belongs to, which is 
called the steroid hormone mediated signaling pathway family. It also classifies the fine-
grained, pairwise orthologs in this family. Tll, dsf and Hr51 all belong to the same EggNOG 
orthologous group. Drosophila has in total 14 members in this group, human 38. Tll itself is 
the pairwise ortholog of NR2E1, Hr51 of NR2E3. Finally, dsf has no human ortholog.  
 In conclusion, the use of EggNOG is quite easy and it can find remote orthologs and 
inparalogs. It moreover gives the complete overview of the orthologous group of tailless, which 
contains a number of paralogs in the different species, together with providing a detailed view 
on pairwise orthologs within this family.  It applies a hierarchical procedure to cluster orthologs 
and offers a rich set of information and visualization of OGs. EggNOG is actively maintained 
and is available at : http://eggnog5.embl.de/#/app/home 
 
PANTHER 

PANTHER (Thomas et al. 2003)  is part of the Gene Ontology Phylogenetic Annotation 
Project, led by the Gene Ontology consortium (Gaudet et al. 2011) . This acronym stands for 
Protein ANalysis THrough Evolutionary Relationships. It contains 142 genomes, 35 Bacteria, 
8 Archaea, 99 Eukaryotes. Currently, version 15.0 is online, updated in February 2020. 
PANTHER’s main goal is to provide high-confident functional annotations by classifying 
proteins according to their evolutionary history. Next to providing information on protein 
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families and pathways, PANTHER also offers its own, reduced (i.e. slim) ontology for 
functional categorization. Since version 7, orthologs are annotated within PANTHER. 
PANTHER infers orthologs from family trees, based on pairs of genes who have diverged by 
a speciation event. Families are first separated based on the PANTHER HMM library. Multiple 
sequence alignments from these families are constructed using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 
2013) , which are then used for tree reconstruction using Giga (Thomas 2010). Not only one-
to-one, but also one-to-many orthologs are inferred, reporting for instance inparalogs. In case 
of one-to-many relationships, PANTHER also reports the least diverged orthologs, which are 
believed to still have the same function.  

When searching for human COX20 in ‘genes and orthologs’, a list of all orthologs is 
returned, with links to their entries in PANTHER (Figure 13 a) and gives ample information, 
such as IDs from other databases and alternate IDs (Figure 13 b), PANTHER families and 
subfamilies, the gene belongs to (Figure 13 c), PANTHER GO and GO slim annotations, as 
well as all orthologs of the gene (Figure 13 a). An interactive phylogenetic tree (full and 
reduced) can be displayed, which can be annotated with the full or trimmed multiple sequence 
alignment, including information on evolutionary events, such as deletions, insertions or 
mutations (Figure 13 d). Other types of information displayed include identifiers, family and 
sub-family associations, or panther IDs of functional annotations.  

Next to searching in ‘genes and orthologs’, PANTHER families can also be searched. 
The term COX20 returns three families, whereby two correspond to the cytochrome c oxidase 
assembly protein COX20. Both are part of the same family and represent two different 
subfamilies, SF1 and SF2. The SF2 subfamily contains the human COX20 and three orthologs 
from primates whereas the SF1 subfamily contains the budding yeast protein and all other 
orthologs from a wide range of different species, including Mus musculus, Danio rerio or 
Candida albicans. The PANTHER family for COX20 (PTHR31586) contains a third sub-family, 
SF4, which is not named and which contains only Macaca mulatta and Pan troglodytes. An 
HMM of each family can be downloaded. Looking for pyruvate carboxylase (or PYC) in human, 
only one subfamily is found (PTHR43778). In fact, it is the only PANTHER family for this 
protein and consists of 73 genes. The two PYC genes of S. cerevisiae as well as human PC 
are in this PANTHER family.  

PANTHER distinguishes the gene family and sub-families for the nuclear hormone 
receptors tll, dsf and Hr51. All three are part of the Nuclear Hormone Receptor (NHR) family, 
which includes 517 proteins from the supported 33 species and which are presented in the 
accompanying family tree at the PANTHER web-site. Tll, dsf and Hr51 are also part of their 
own sub-family, whereby tll groups with human NR2E1, Hr51 with NR2E3 and dsf is 
considered arthropod-specific. Gene counts of the NHR family, however differ between 
EggNOG and PANTHER: while EggNOG includes 14 Drosophila and 38 human members for 
this family, PANTHER only considers 8 Drosophila and 12 human proteins as part of the 
family.  
 Taken together, PANTHER is easy to handle, finds remote orthologs and gives 
information about inparalogs. Like EggNOG, PANTHER shows both, the entire family of 
nuclear hormone receptors for the tll family, as well as the sub-families with the consistent 
grouping of tll with NR2E1 and Hr51 with NR2E3. The division of organisms from the same 
orthologous group in sub-families can be confusing. PANTHER is available at : 
http://www.pantherdb.org/ 
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Do-it-yourself: availability of search algorithms and orthology data 
from orthology resources 
 Most of the databases discussed provide their search algorithm and/or pre-calculated 
orthology data for download and local usage. This is specifically useful if users want to 
annotate their own genome, or place a large number of proteins in orthologous groups. On 
the other hand, pre-calculated orthologs can be useful for data mining or large-scale 
phylogenetic analyses.    
 
Programmatic access and data download 
 Programmatic access, such as APIs (Application Programming Interfaces), is available 
for most resources. These interfaces allow users to download data from the database’s web-
site within their own pipelines and on a large-scale. All databases except for HCOP, P-POD 
and Inparanoid allow programmatic access to their data. Data from Homologene, HCOP or 
OMA additionally can be accessed directly via R. 
  All databases except for KEGG allow also download of their data, including multiple 
sequence alignments, HMM-libraries and phylogenetic trees, if available, which is useful for 
large-scale phylogenetic data mining. In order to avoid compatibility problems of formats, 
orthoXML (Schmitt et al. 2011)  is used to store and compare orthology data from a wide range 
of databases, which is for instance offered by HCOP, InParanoid, OMA, OrthoMCL or 
PANTHER.   
 
Availability of code 
 Several orthology inference tools are also downloadable as a stand-alone version. 
They can be used to identify orthologs and orthology groups of newly sequenced genomes 
assisting in the proper functional annotation of genes and proteins, phylogenetic profiling, or 
species tree reconstruction.  

The pipeline used by OrthoDB can be downloaded for stand-alone usage. It represents 
the full pipeline used by the OrthoDB resource. After solving some dependencies for 
multithreading and boosting, the ORTHOPIPE and BRHCLUS software packages are easy to 
install and test locally. The stand-alone pipeline is available from the OrthoDB web-site 
(https://www.orthodb.org/?page=software).  

An OMA standalone version is downloadable and usable as a command line tool 
(Altenhoff et al. 2019) . Installation and usage instructions are well-written and easy to follow; 
moreover parallelization instructions are provided to run larger OMA-jobs. The software 
package is very easy to install. OMA lists four major areas of application for its standalone 
version: species tree reconstruction, genome annotation, dynamics of genome evolution 
(making use of the HOG clusters) and finally phylogenetic profiling, looking for gene absences 
or duplications. Output is provided in OrthoXML format, as well as fasta and tabular files. OMA 
is available for download from the OMA web-site 
(https://omabrowser.org/standalone/#downloads), as well as from GitHub 
(https://github.com/DessimozLab/OmaStandalone/blob/master/OMA.drw).   
 OrthoMCL is available in a downloadable stand-alone version. Next to a local BLAST, 
it depends on a local installation of a relational database (MySQL or Oracle), for storing the 
orthologous pairs and orthology groups; as well as the MCL software for graph-based 
clustering. Installation instructions are available. The pipeline consists of individual perl scripts 
that need to be executed one after the other. Estimated run-time is given, which indicates the 
necessity of a larger compute cluster to run OrthoMCL locally. The software has only been 
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tested for RedHat 5.8. The stand-alone version is available from the OrthoMCL web-site 
(https://orthomcl.org/common/downloads/software/v2.0/) MySQL, the MCL cluster software, 
as well as BLAST need to be downloaded and installed prior to installation of the pipeline. A 
new SQLite-dependent pipeline, which also contains a wrapper-script, is available from 
GitHub:  (https://github.com/stajichlab/OrthoMCL).  
 Inparanoid is available as a stand-alone version for calculating pairwise orthologs, as 
well as orthologs among 3 organisms. It depends on NCBI-BLAST. Currently, InParanoid only 
supports the old version of BLAST and does not support the blast+ package, which is now 
standard. The user needs to either have a compatible version of BLAST available, or 
manipulate the inparanoid perl program to work with the newer blast+. 
 KEGG offers the BlastKOALA, GhostKOALA and KofamKOALA programs to 
automatically assign genome sequences to K numbers (KO assignment), however only as an 
online tool (Kanehisa et al. 2016b). The user can upload sequences for mapping to KEGG 
Orthology groups. Three different search algorithms are used: standard BLAST (BlastKOALA, 
https://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/), or GHOSTX (GhostKOALA, 
https://www.kegg.jp/ghostkoala/), which is a fast homology search algorithm relying on query 
and database suffix arrays for seed matching; or in the newest version of the KEGG search 
tools, an HMM profile based search algorithm, HMMER3, (KofamKOALA (Aramaki et al. 2020) 
(https://www.genome.jp/tools/kofamkoala/)) is used. KofamKOALA searches against a pre-
computed database of HMMs derived from KO families.  
 EggNOG offers the eggNOG mapper online (http://eggnog-mapper.embl.de/) and for 
download (https://github.com/eggnogdb/eggnog-mapper) to functionally annotate entire 
proteomes based on orthology. The stand-alone version can be easily cloned from GitHub 
and is easy to install. Sufficient documentation is provided, which is equally easy to follow. 
EggNOG mapper is also available online for annotating novel proteomes.  

Finally, PANTHER provides the set of their tools for download at 
http://pantherdb.org/downloads/index.jsp, as well as on GitHub 
(https://github.com/pantherdb). It includes the PANTHER HMM scoring tool, which allows to 
compare a set of sequences, e.g. from a newly sequenced genome, against the entire 
PANTHER HMM library. The PantherScore tool depends on HMMER3, which needs to be 
installed independently. Amongst the tools provided is also the Java-based PAINT tree viewer 
program, as well as db-PAINT (from the GitHub repository) that allows functional annotation 
based on phylogenetic analysis. Installation instructions are given and easy to follow. Some 
essential information is missing; for example, it is unclear how the taxonomic ID file should be 
structured and how to retrieve it from NCBI.   
 
Discussion 
 There exist many databases and tools that help identify orthologous genes or groups. 
We have presented the most commonly used and known available resources. We however 
do not claim that our list is exhaustive. We have tested the databases whether they can find 
remote orthologs and how they deal with paralogous genes, more precisely with inparalogs 
as well as with families with complex evolutionary histories. We found that all databases were 
able to handle inparalogs correctly. However, only few of them contained information on the 
remote ortholog we were searching for. Among those were OrthoDB, HCOP, KEGG, EggNOG 
and PANTHER. We would like to note at this point that while those resources were able to find 
COX20, we do not have any further data to support the claim that they contain all possible 
remote orthologs. The nuclear hormone receptor family tailless was particularly difficult to 
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place for many resources. This is not surprising, as this family shows a large expansion in 
some taxonomic phyla, such as nematodes. While most of the databases were able to still 
correctly limit this group to the core members of D. melanogaster and H. sapiens, many of 
them contained putative false-positive members from C. elegans. Particularly TreeFam and 
P-POD fail to correctly classify this family. TreeFam for example contains proteins from C. 
elegans that are considered orthologous to other nuclear hormone receptor families in other 
resources: C. elegans unc-55 is for instance orthologous to NR2F1 from H. sapiens. It is 
furthermore noteworthy that two orthology databases, HomoloGene and InParanoid, define 
dsf as the ortholog of human NR2E1, instead of tll, even though it is not the best reciprocal 
hit, but only the second-best hit. This can be explained by the higher number of identical amino 
acids in local alignments between dsf and NR2E1 and the 239 amino acid long insertion in the 
middle of the dsf protein, which renders the RBH results ambiguous.  
  Different databases typically use different identifiers. Most accept gene names as a 
search item. Yet, ambiguous gene names such as the official gene symbol for pyruvate 
carboxylase, PC, find too many hits in the databases. Navigating search results can therefore 
be problematic. A text-based search for the full name, or using an identifier accepted by the 
database resolved this problem.  
 Orthology databases differ in the availability of additional annotation provided for 
orthologous groups. In this respect, databases embedded in genome resources have an 
advantage, as the entire information collected on genes is easily available. These include for 
instance HomoloGene, PANTHER, or KEGG.  
 Some databases do not contain up-to-date information. This means in most cases that 
no new species were integrated in the database. While we do not see this as a reason for not 
making use of a resource, it indicates that curation might have been neglected for these 
databases.  
 Among the databases tested, we found that OrthoDB was one of the databases with 
the largest number of available organisms. It also had the most complete set of orthologs, 
including remotely conserved orthologs. It has linked all entries to several databases, provides 
domain annotation, as well as functional annotation of orthologous groups. Moreover, the 
NCBI gene resource meanwhile relies for orthology information next to HomoloGene also on 
OrthoDB. We see the hierarchical treatment of orthologous groups employed by OrthoDB, but 
also by other resources like EggNOG as an advantage. Functions are more likely retained in 
closely related species and thus, making use of a more fine-grained, taxonomical clustering 
will result in more accurate functional annotation transfer.  
 The availability of code, as well as web-based services are required for annotation of 
newly sequenced genomes. Many resources allow users to either download their code locally; 
or provide web-based services for whole-genome annotations. While we have not tested each 
available tool locally, we found that they are easy enough to install and usage instructions are 
easy to follow. To run such computationally heavy tools locally can however exceed 
dramatically the resources available to a user, both in compute time, as well as in storage 
space. When considering orthology-based functional assignment, this should be kept in mind. 
Using web-based services like EggNOG, KEGG or PANTHER provides a viable solution to 
this problem. 

 Finally, we want to stress the importance of adding newly sequenced genomes to 
orthology search pipelines. First of all, novel model organisms arise rapidly, for instance to 
address questions in evolutionary developmental biology. Providing a good functional 
annotation of sequences by knowledge transfer from orthologs will help advance scientific 
discovery in non-standard model organisms. Second, adding new species will lead to a better 
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coverage of search space to find orthologs. This will ultimately also help in discovering remote 
orthologies and in gaining a better understanding of the evolution of genes and pathways.    
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Tables 
 
Table 1 : Information on the proteins used for testing orthology resources 
 

Organism Gene 
Name 

Protein sequence 
ID Gene sequence ID Gene ID Ensembl ID / locus 

tag 

H. sapiens COX20 
(FAM36A) NP_001299800 NM_001312871 116228 ENSG00000203667 

S. cerevisiae COX20 NP_010517 NM_001180539 851817 YDR231C 

H. sapiens PC NP_000911 NM_000920 5091 ENSG00000173599 

S. cerevisiae PYC1 NP_011453 NM_001180927 852818 YGL062W 

S. cerevisiae PYC2 NP_009777 NM_001178566 852519 YBR218C 

D. melanogaster tll NP_524596 NM_079857 43656 CG1378 

D. melanogaster dsf NP_477140 NM_057792 33823 CG9019 

D. melanogaster Hr51 NP_611032 NM_137188 36702 CG16801 

H. sapiens NR2E1 NP_001273031 NM_001286102 7101 ENSG00000112333 

H. sapiens NR2E3 NP_057430 NM_016346 10002 ENSG00000278570 

 
 
 
Table 2 : Summary of the tools studied. Given information relies on the version available in 
January 2020. 
  

Tools Method Number 
of species 

(B)acteria / 
(A)rchaea / 
(E)ukaryota 

Remote 
orthologs Inparalogs Programmatic 

access 
Data 
download References 

OrthoDB RBH + 
clustering 13772 B / A / E ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Kriventseva 
Evgenia V 
et al. 2019 

HomoloGene RBH + Tree 21 E ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
N.C.B.I 
Resource 
Coordinator
s 2013 

TreeFam Tree 109 E ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ Ruan J et al. 
2007 

HCOP Combination 
of databases 19 E (human- 

centric) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ Eyre Tina A 
et al. 2007 

OMA 
Smith and 
Waterman + 
clustering 

2288 B / A / E ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Altenhoff 
Adrian M et 
al. 2018 
Altenhoff A 
M et al. 
2015 
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OrthoMCL 

Markov 
Cluster 
algorithm + 
graph flow 
theory 

150 B / A / E ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Li Li et al. 
2003 
Chen Feng 
et al. 2006 

P-POD 
Combination 
of databases 
+ Tree 

12 E ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 
Heinicke 
Sven et al. 
2007 

InParanoid RBH + 
clustering 273 B / A / E ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 

O’Brien 
Kevin P et 
al. 2005 
Sonnhamm
er E L L et 
al. 2015 

KEGG 
Orthology 

KOALA + 
Manual 
curation 

>4000 B / A / E ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 

Kanehisa 
Minoru et al. 
2016 
Kanehisa 
Minoru et al. 
2014 

EggNOG 

Smith and 
Waterman + 
clustering + 
tree + HMM 

7562 B / A / E ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Huerta-
Cepas 
Jaime et al. 
2019 

PANTHER HMM + tree 142 B / A / E ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Thomas 
Paul D. et al 
2003 
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Figure legends 
 
 
 
Figure 1 : Growth of sequence databases and completely sequenced genomes in the different 
kingdoms. (a) Cumulative number of sequences found on the NCBI GenBank and for Whole 
Genome Sequences (WGS) since 1985. (b) Number of sequenced genomes available at 
NCBI. 
 
Figure 2 : Schematic representation of homologous relationships. Orthologs and paralogs are 
produced respectively by speciation and duplication events. Inparalogs and outparalogs are 
paralogs produced after or before a speciation event. (a) Inparalogs are the result of a direct 
duplication event. Two inparalogs are therefore more closely related to each other than to any 
other gene in another organism. (b) Outparalogs on the other hand are the result of a 
duplication event followed by a speciation event. Colored circles represent species, blue boxes 
represent a gene and small white circles represent mutations. 
 
Figure 3 : Sequences chosen for testing different orthology resources. (a) Pairwise alignment 
of COX20 from H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae. Similar residues are highlighted in yellow. The 
two proteins share below 30% of sequence similarity and only 14% of sequence identity, which 
makes them remote orthologs. (b) Tree representation of the relationship between the 
pyruvate carboxylases. Inparalogs are more similar to each other than their ortholog in H. 
sapiens. (c) Phylogenetic tree of the tailless family, showing the relationship of the three 
proteins tailless (tll), dissatisfied (dsf) and hormone receptor 51 (Hr51) with the human family 
members NR2E1 and NR2E3. Proteins were aligned using mafft (Katoh and Standley 2013), 
the tree was calculated using IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al. 2015) with the -s option and 1000 
iterations.  
 
Figure 4 : COX20 OrthoDB group at Eukaryota level. (a) Interactive group hierarchy split in 
five different subgroups. (b) Annotations of the orthologous group, including GO terms, 
InterPro domains and evolutionary information. (c) List of orthologs classified by organisms in 
a taxonomical, tree-like structure. Taxonomical levels can be displayed or hidden by making 
use of the arrow. For human COX20, all associated information is shown; identifiers are linked 
to their respective database of origin.  
 
Figure 5 : Results of the HomoloGene database. (a) COX20 is conserved in Euteloestomi., 
which includes H. sapiens. Protein domains and sequence lengths are displayed. Links are 
provided to the gene and the protein entries of the NCBI database. (b) HomoloGene allows to 
see alignments and launch a pairwise BLAST, or to retrieve pairwise alignment scores. A list 
of publications linked to the family members is given. (c) Multiple sequence alignment of the 
protein family. (d) Pyruvate carboxylase results. Diverse domains are colored differently and 
link to their respective CDD entry. The results page was restricted to show only the results for 
H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae. (e) BLASTp alignment of NR2E1 with tailless (tll) and 
dissatisfaction (dsf). Dsf shows a higher number of identical amino acids in the local alignment, 
while being the second-best hit found in D. melanogaster, when searched with human NR2E1.    
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Figure 6 : Treefam search showing the model trees for COX20 and PC. (a) Model tree of the 
COX20 family in TreeFam. Different tabs allow to access different information, such as the 
sequences and the Wikipedia page. A download page is available to retrieve information 
associated with the protein family. (b) Reduced phylogenetic tree of the PC family, indicating 
gene duplication (red arrows) and speciation (green dots) events. (c) TreeFam tree of the 
tailless family. Hr83, nhr-14, unc-55 as well as several other C. elegans proteins are false-
positive members of this group.  
 
Figure 7 : The HCOP database search page and results. (a) Input options for a HCOP search, 
presenting all the species and databases from which the information can be extracted. (b) 
Results of HCOP for COX20 for Drosophila melanogaster and S. cerevisiae. The results 
provided are derived from five different databases for the fruit fly; the orthologous budding 
yeast COX20 protein could only retrieved from the PANTHER resource. 
 
Figure 8 : OMA orthology database results pages. (a) Tabular listing of 1:1 orthologs for the 
human COX20 protein. (b) The local synteny (four genes upward and downward) is displayed 
by small colored boxes with the direction of transcription. (c) The hierarchical orthologous 
groups represent the orthologs as a tree with the number of copies per species. The Chordata 
node is displayed in red. (d) the tree can be decorated with information on the gene length or 
the GC content (here shown for human COX20). (e) Multiple sequence alignment of the OMA 
group. A logo is extracted from it, in which the size of the letter for an amino acid is 
representative for its conservation. (f) OMA groups in which the COX20 proteins from different 
species are included. (g) GO terms associated with each ortholog. 
 
Figure 9 : OrthoMCL DB results. (a) Results for a search with human COX20. Most orthologs 
are found in Metazoans. (b) Graph representation of the COX20 ortholog groups. Individual 
nodes represent proteins, edges between them represent their orthologous relationship. The 
graph can be manipulated by choosing different parameters in the control panel on the left-
hand side control panel.  
 
Figure 10 : P-POD results for pyruvate carboxylase. (a) Using the Jaccard algorithm, four 
proteins are found for S. cerevisiae and seven in H. sapiens, while OrthoMCL based clustering 
retrieves one ortholog in human and the  two inparalogs in budding yeast. (b) Tree 
representation of the P-POD results. Duplication events are displayed by red squares. 
 
Figure 11 : Simplistic results of the Inparanoid and KEGG orthology database.  (a) InParanoid 
results for COX20. As S. cerevisiae was not found, we show an example with D. melanogaster. 
(b) InParanoid results for pyruvate carboxylase. The inparalogs are grouped with their ortholog 
in H. sapiens. (c) KEGG results for COX20. Next to the basic information on the protein, the 
main information provided comes from the Brite annotations. The list of orthologs is shown in 
the main box, as are potential articles associated with an ortholog group. Links to all other 
resources from KEGG are given in the ‘All links’ box.  
 
Figure 12 : EggNOG information provided for ortholog groups, here for COX20.  (a) EggNOG 
group for COX20 at the Eukaryota level with a brief functional description, as well as the 
number of proteins and organisms found (top boxes). (b) An exhaustive list of orthologs is 
given, linking to different source databases to retrieve the sequence (restricted for illustration 
purposes). (c)  the taxonomic profile of COX20. The profile is interactive and the user can 
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browse at different levels of the taxonomic hierarchy. Here shown for S. cerevisiae (levels 
passed are shown in this case in dark pink). (d) GO terms associated with the COX20 group, 
providing information on the evidence of a GO term. (e) Phylogenetic tree that is decorated 
with aligned segments of the ortholog group. (f) EggNOG results for PC, with the two identified 
inparalogs, PYC1 and PYC2, in S. cerevisiae.  
 
Figure 13 : PANTHER information on the COX20 family. (a) List of orthologs of COX20 with 
links to their entries in PANTHER. (b) Panther gene information about COX20, linking via 
identifiers to different databases. (c) Classification of the gene in PANTHER and the 
PANTHER slim ontology. (d) Interactive phylogenetic tree, annotated with the multiple 
sequence alignment used to calculate the tree, including information on evolutionary events, 
such as deletions, insertions or mutations. 
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